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KEY POINTS

� Anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC) remains a highly aggressive and deadly disease, requiring
rapid referral to a highly specialized center

� BRAF mutation status must be obtained rapidly to determine BRAF/MEK inhibitor
eligibility

� Enrollment in clinical trials may offer the best chance for survival and overall quality of life
to a patient with ATC

� With the advent of novel therapeutics and rapid/favorable response to systemic therapy,
patients with initial locoregional and/or metastatic disease may become eligible for
surgery
BACKGROUND

Historically, anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC) has been considered one of the most
aggressive and lethal malignancies, which presents itself at a median age of 65 to
70 years,1,2 with median overall survival (OS) of 4 months and a 6-month OS of
35%,1 whereas disease-specific mortality approaches 100%.3,4 Therefore, although
ATC comprises 1% to 1.5% of all thyroid cancers, it represents more than half of
the annual thyroid cancer-related mortality5 because of its deadly and rapidly pro-
gressing nature. It is primarily due to this aggressiveness that the American Joint Com-
mittee on Cancer has classified all ATC as stage IV.6
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Part of the challenge of understanding and treating ATC is that its tumorigenesis re-
mains unclear. At present, the 2 main theories are that ATC arises either following the
dedifferentiation of differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) and poorly differentiated thy-
roid cancer (PDTC) or de novo7 and the following are associated risk factors: a
long-standing goiter, history of prior radiation, and history of prior treated DTC or
PDTC with a rapidly evolving recurrence. Recent evidence on the coexistence of
BRAF-mutated ATC with PTC suggests a potential likely common PTC origin for
most of these tumors.8–10 Although thyroid cancer, in general, is not considered a ma-
lignancy with a high tumor mutational burden (TMB), it has been shown that ATC has a
higher relative mutational burden,7 although TMB is low when compared when other
solid tumors. Accumulation of genetic variations for ATC tend to occur in tumor sup-
pressor genes (p53, PTEN), oncogenes (TERT promoter, RAS, BRAF, PIK3CA), onco-
fusions (NTRK, RET, ALK), or through mismatch repairs (Fig. 1).
Traditionally, ATC treatment provided minimal survival benefit, often being disease

palliation oriented and seldom curative. Surgery alone is rarely beneficial, because pa-
tients’ locoregional and metastatic tumor burden is often a significant factor at presen-
tation, rendering them inoperable. Conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy has been
shown to provide little to no benefit, even when combined with external beam radiation
therapy, while causing significant side effects. Fortunately, recent advances in ATC
treatment have shown remarkable shifts in outcomes and OS rates in the last decade,2

which have also prompted the scientific community to update the American Thyroid
Association Guidelines for ATC11 for the first time in a decade to better transmit these
changes and options for patients.
EXPERT MULTIDISCIPLINARY MANAGEMENT AND ACCESS TO CLINICAL TRIALS

Considering the rapidly evolving nature of ATC and its slight increased incidence in the
United States in the past few decades,12 it is important that physicians identify these
cases in a timely fashion to ensure prompt clinical, radiologic, and molecular workup.
With current median survival rates estimated at 9months,2 any delays in diagnosis and
disease extent evaluation can be detrimental for patients and their OS. Having access
to highly specialized multidisciplinary teams in cancer centers allows patients to
receive thorough tumor workups, including rapid immunohistochemistry and cell-
free DNA analyses,13 while giving them access to select clinical trials specific to
ATC, seldom found in most community and even tertiary centers. One such highly
specialized program was developed in 2014 at the University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center, where patients are fast-tracked for multidisciplinary evaluation along
with imaging and tumor molecular testing within 7 days. This Facilitating Anaplastic
Thyroid Cancer Specialized Treatment (FAST) team14 has increased clinical trial
participation for patients with ATC 4-fold in less than 5 years,2 allowing for ATC-
specific trials to rapidly reach accrual and timely completions. Such trials15 led to
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval of dabrafenib with trametinib
in May 2018 for patients with BRAFV600E-variant ATC, representing the first drug
therapy approved by the FDA for ATC. Since then, several clinical trials are underway
or have been completed, and are further discussed in this review.
Overall, what remains evident is that when dealing with such an advanced and

deadly disease, physicians should always strive to treat patients on protocol, as
much as possible, because this will not only ensure patients receive the most prom-
ising therapeutics but also allow us to learn as much as we can on disease evolution
and its response to treatment. Through patient biopsies and/or surgical specimens,
we are able to collect the highest level of clinical data possible, allowing us to further
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Fig. 1. Anaplastic thyroid cancer therapy according to pathway targeted. (From Cabanillas
ME, Ryder M, Jimenez C. Targeted Therapy for Advanced Thyroid Cancer: Kinase Inhibitors
and Beyond. Endocr Rev. 2019 Dec 1;40(6):1573–1604; with permission.)
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study the disease and develop preclinical models for translational research and novel
therapeutics development.16,17
MODERN THERAPIES FOR ANAPLASTIC THYROID CANCER

Initial treatment decisions for ATC start with determining resectability of the primary
tumor. Although rare (10%2), patients with stage IVA (confined to the thyroid gland)
disease should undergo upfront surgery followed by chemoradiation. Owing to the
recognition that patients with BRAFV600E-mutated ATC respond favorably to
BRAF-directed therapy, identification of those with a BRAFV600E mutation is now
the pivotal decision point when determining initial treatment in patients with stage
IVB (extends outside the thyroid gland and/or metastatic to regional lymph nodes)
and IVC (distant metastatic disease) disease. Patients with stage IVB disease who
are resectable can either undergo upfront surgery or, in select cases, neoadjuvant tar-
geted therapy treatment before surgery. These patients should then undergo chemo-
radiation. Patients with stage IVC disease (>50%2) are the most difficult to treat.
BRAFV600E-mutated patients should be initiated on BRAF-directed therapy. Non-
BRAFV600E-mutated patients should, preferably, be offered a clinical trial when avail-
able, immunotherapy-based treatment if programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) score is
high, or supportive care/hospice.

Testing for BRAFV600E Mutation

Rapid identification of a BRAFV600E mutation must be a priority. Immunohistochem-
istry (IHC) staining for BRAFV600E, which tests for protein expression, may yield re-
sults in 24 to 72 hours, depending on the availability of the antibody. Of note,
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multiple biopsies, preferably core biopsies, should be performed because ATC tumors
often present with large, nonviable, highly necrotic tissue, which may be difficult to
adequately sample. Tissue-based next-generation sequencing (NGS) is, however,
the gold standard for determination of BRAF status, although NGS through circulating
cell-free DNA (cfDNA) liquid biopsy is also useful for results in approximately 1 week.18

The latter has gained significant grounds in cancer genotyping because it offers a
minimally invasive and reliable method to gain real-time tumor molecular profiling.19

The use of cfDNA in ATC was first described in 2017 by Sandulache and colleagues20

where the Guardant360 platform was used and had a 100% concordance rate for the
BRAFV600E mutation between blood-drawn liquid biopsy and tumor molecular
testing in untreated patients. A follow-up study showed 93% concordance between
these.18 This tool has since been used to not only evaluate the molecular profiling of
patients with ATC at presentation and help guide treatment selection but has also
recently been shown to aid in evaluating patient prognosis.18

BRAFV600E-Mutated Anaplastic Thyroid Cancer

The most significant targeted therapy to truly shift the pendulum for ATC manage-
ment was the combinatorial use of BRAF/MEK inhibitors in patients harboring a
BRAFV600E mutation.15 Once a BRAF-mutated ATC has been identified, BRAF-
directed therapy or chemoradiation therapy should be started in patients presenting
with tumor burdens that are not amenable to upfront complete surgical resection.
When successful, BRAF-directed therapy has been shown to induce rapid and sig-
nificant tumor regression, potentially rendering patients, who were previously inop-
erable as, candidates for surgery. In the first such report, Wang and colleagues8

demonstrated the remarkable tumor response to dabrafenib 1 trametinib in 6 pa-
tients who then underwent standard surgical resection of their thyroids and neck
disease, even though they were either inoperable at presentation or would have
required morbid surgeries involving the laryngopharyngoesophageal complex. The
ability to offer complete locoregional surgical resections has been associated with
some of the highest survival rates ever reported for advanced ATC to date, with a
94% 1-year survival and an unmet median OS in a cohort of 20 patients (8 of 20
having stage IVC disease) having received BRAF-directed therapy followed by sur-
gery.2 These findings have prompted the conception of a multicenter phase 2 clin-
ical trial (NCT04675710) that will study the effect of dabrafenib 1 trametinib in
combination with pembrolizumab before surgery, with the primary aim to attain
complete gross surgical resection (R0: clear, or R1: microscopically positive surgi-
cal margins).21

Resistance to BRAF-Directed Therapy

Unfortunately, as reported with melanoma22 and non–small cell lung cancer,23 pa-
tients on BRAF/MEK inhibitors will invariably develop resistance that is frequently
caused by the upregulation of growth factor receptors, the use of alternative path-
ways, or the reactivation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase and/or the PI3K/
AKT pathways, which were initially inhibited.24–26 More recently, de novo RAS muta-
tions in BRAF-mutated thyroid cancer have been reported in an in vitro setting27

following long-term vemurafenib exposure, whereas case reports have also been pub-
lished in which patients with BRAFV600E-mutated thyroid cancers previously on
BRAF/MEK inhibitors developed de novo RAS mutations in conjunction with disease
progression.28,29 Thus, what was previously believed to be a mutually exclusive path
to tumorigenesis,30 there is clear evidence that RAS mutations can occur in this pop-
ulation, and accurately identifying them may allow physicians to offer further
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therapeutic options with the advent of 2 new molecules being actively studied for
RAS-mutated cancers.31,32 Immunotherapy, in conjunction with the BRAF/MEK inhib-
itor therapy has also gained significant interest in the quest for inhibiting resistance,
with reported results showing favorable outcomes.33,34

Immunotherapy for Anaplastic Thyroid Cancer

Despite the initial favorable antitumoral effect of combination therapy, patients will
often develop resistance to therapy, whether it be through upregulation of growth fac-
tor receptors, development and/or use of alternative pathways, or mutation of proteins
in signaling cascades. Therefore, combination therapy not only helps combat the dis-
ease but also helps combat treatment resistance development. Furthermore, because
the BRAFV600E mutation is only found in approximately 30% to 40% of ATC tu-
mors,2,35 a significant proportion of patients will be ineligible to receive
dabrafenib 1 trametinib, and other effective systemic agents are needed for the
locoregional advanced and/or metastatic disease.
Human ATC tissue analyses have shown that there is a high PD-L1 expression and

high frequency of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, suggesting an active immunogenic
environment that may be targetable with immunotherapy.36,37 To date, the use of
immunotherapy in a monotherapy setting for ATC has shown modest results, with
spartalizumab offering a 19% overall response rate38 in a mixed BRAF-mutated and
nonmutated cohort. Patients with tumors having higher PD-L1 scores had more favor-
able response rates and OS. Lower-than-expected responses in this trial may have
been associated with the low PD-L1 expression scores seen on IHC in several of
the patients enrolled in the trial (as low as <1%).
In contrast to monotherapy, combining targeted therapy with immunotherapy has

shown great promise, both in in vivo preclinical trials in which anti PD-L1 therapy
was shown to potentiate the effect of BRAF-directed therapy39 and in the clinical
setting with multiple retrospective reports.2,33,40–42 Another checkpoint receptor,
cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4, is also being targeted in patients with ATC with a
checkpoint inhibitor, ipilimumab, in a trial involving the combination of nivolumab
(PD-L1 inhibitor) and ipilimumab. Ten patients with ATC received the combination,
of which 30% had profound partial responses and 2 remain without any evidence of
disease after 13 and 26 months of follow-up.43

Upfront use of lenvatinib in combination with checkpoint inhibitors can offer an
adequate tumor response, as seen in the in vivo preclinical murine model by Gunda
and colleagues.44 Retrospective data on this combination showed extremely favor-
able responses, although the cohorts remained small (4 of 6 complete remission, 1
of 6 stable disease, and 1 of 6 disease progression).45 This prompted the same inves-
tigators to commence a prospective phase 2 trial (ATLEP trial), evaluating the efficacy
and safety of this combination treatment, with the primary end point being reached
thanks to a best overall response of 37.5% for patients with ATC.46 Recently, the in-
vestigators presented their interim results from this trial with an ATC-specific overall
response rate of 68% and a clinical benefit rate of 100%. However, the elevated
rate (53%) of severe (grade III/IV) adverse events, such as fistula development
(11%), arterial hemorrhage (11%), and aspergillus pneumonia (11%), among others,
should be noted and followed closely as the trial nears completion.47

At present, several prospective clinical trials are underway to evaluate the individ-
ual and synergistic effect of targeted therapies and checkpoint inhibitors, including
one of the largest that is enrolling BRAF-mutated, RAS-mutated, and non-BRAF/
non-RAS-mutated patients to try and capture as large an ATC population as
possible.34
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Other Therapies

Apart from immunotherapy and BRAF-directed therapies, other targetable genetic
variations have been identified in ATC, for which the FDA has recently granted drug
approvals. Although seldom found in ATC, these include the NTRK48,49 (2%–4% of
ATCs), ALK50 (4% of ATCs), and RET fusions51 (1% of ATCs). Specifically for the
NTRK-directed therapy using larotrectinib, 7 patients with ATC have received it, of
which 2 had a partial response (29%), whereas 1 had stable disease, 1 could not be
determined, and 3 progressed.52 Although the response was notable in 2 of 7, the ef-
fect was short lived because disease progressed within a few months.53 Recent find-
ings demonstrated that short-lived RET fusion-positive thyroid cancers have been
treated with selpercatinib54 or pralsetinib,55 showing encouraging tumor response
rates, although the number of ATC cases treated have been limited to allow for robust
conclusions for the time being. In general, these drugs should be used in the setting of
a clinical trial when possible.
Pazopanib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, was evaluated in a multicenter randomized

placebo-controlled phase 2 trial of concurrent intensity-modulated radiation therapy
(IMRT) and paclitaxel, as prior preclinical in vivo data had shown a potential synergistic
mechanism.56 Although the randomized trial reported no increase in adverse events,
there was also no difference in OS (1, 2, and 3-year) when adding pazopanib to
IMRT 1 paclitaxel.57 Of note, both the placebo and pazopanib cohorts had signifi-
cantly lower OS rates than those reported in studies using BRAF/MEK inhibitors
with or without checkpoint inhibitors, further strengthening the argument that classic
cytotoxic chemotherapy with IMRT should not be the initial treatment of patients with
ATC, with or without a tyrosine kinase inhibitor.
Following a favorable response in a small-scale phase 2 trial conducted in Japan

evaluating the efficacy of the multikinase inhibitor lenvatinib in patients with ATC
(24% partial response rate),58 a larger-scale, single-arm multicenter phase 2 trial59

was conducted to further evaluate the role of this drug for ATC. Although the safety
profile of lenvatinib was acceptable, the interim analysis overall response rate was
0%, halting the study altogether, with one patient ultimately achieving partial response
(overall response rate of 2.9%).59 Similar findings have been reported with other multi-
kinase inhibitors used in monotherapy settings for ATC, such as sorafenib60 and pazo-
panib,61 with little to no tumor response observed. Given these results, monotherapy
with multikinase inhibitor therapy is not recommended.

GOALS OF CARE CONVERSATION

With several treatment options continuously emerging, the future of ATC care is prom-
ising. However, even in the most specialized cancer centers, median OS has only
reached 16 months for this disease.2 The reality remains that ATC has a high mortality
rate, often due to its advanced disease presentation with rapid growth and treatment
resistance. Having a “goals of care” discussion at an early stage and early involvement
of supportive care physicians are therefore important. These conversations include
understanding and identifying advanced directives, code status, and surrogate deci-
sion makers, while candid discussions where patients understand the prognosis,
treatment goals, and side effects of treatment are equally critical. Overall, although
prognosis for ATC has improved, most patients with an ATC diagnosis will endure a
long (often life-long) treatment course and ultimately still succumb to their disease.
Therefore, patients’ and their families’/caregivers’ expectations must be managed
at the outset, with an appropriate awareness of palliative care and hospice care op-
tions, should they become necessary.
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ACCESS AND COST OF CARE

It is of utmost importance that patients with ATC be managed in highly specialized
centers with rapid evaluation and treatment protocols specific to patients with ATC.
Physicians in peripheral and/or low-volume ATC centers should establish an efficient
rapid-referral process from their respective centers to centers with ATC care expertise
to avoid treatment delays. As most novel therapeutics are expensive, patient financial
toxicity must also be considered, with clinical trials offering opportunities for some pa-
tients to receive drugs. Finally, many targeted therapies have limited to no availability
worldwide, or are cost prohibitive, limiting the scope to which novel treatment para-
digms can be applied globally.

SUMMARY

ATC is a challenging malignancy to treat on account of advanced presentation, short
window of opportunity from diagnosis to treatment commencement, and high rate of
treatment resistance. As molecular drivers for tumorigenesis continue to be elucidated
for ATC and other aggressive human malignancies, new drugs and drug combinations
will hopefully continue to offer life-extending benefit by overcoming treatment resis-
tance. For many patients, ATC treatment has now shifted from a palliative to curative
approach, with the goal to offer patients significantly longer survival and quality of life.
Ongoing and future studies will continue to refine the role of novel targeted therapies
and immunotherapy in ATC management.

CLINICS CARE POINTS

� Patients with ATC often present with rapidly growing neck masses that may involve vital
structures such as the trachea and recurrent laryngeal nerve, rendering the patient at risk
for airway obstruction and/or aspiration. Evaluation by a head and neck surgeon, with
securing of the airway, if necessary, should be performed before any other workup.

� Identification of BRAF mutation status should be prioritized in the initial workup of all
patients presenting with a rapidly growing thyroid mass. Immunohistochemistry provides
the quickest yield and should be preferentially performed on tissue-based biopsies, with
additional specimens sent for NGS. PD-L1 percent analyses should also be conducted to
evaluate tumor immunogenicity and potential response to checkpoint inhibitors.

� Stage IVA ATC should be managed with upfront surgery followed by chemoradiation. Stage
IVB tumors that are resectable should be treated with upfront surgery or, in select cases,
neoadjuvant targeted therapy treatment before surgery, followed by chemoradiation. Stage
IVC BRAFV600E-mutated tumors should be treated with BRAF-directed therapy, whereas
non-BRAFV600E-mutated tumors should, preferably, be offered a clinical trial when
available, immunotherapy-based treatment if PD-L1 score is high, or supportive care/hospice.
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